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A
lcohol has been consumed over thousands of years. More than any other

psychoactive substance around the globe, alcohol is appreciated in many cultures

as an essential element of culinary, cultural, religious and social life and associated

with pleasure and well-being. At the same time, it has become increasingly obvious that

excessive alcohol use commonly causes serious problems for drinkers, for their environment

and for the whole society. Alcohol is hardly regulated in some cultures, strictly prohibited in

others, and there are various approaches between these two extremes. The fact that alcohol

is at the same time valued as a “source of enjoyment and pleasure” and condemned as an

“addictive poison”makes regulating alcohol ambivalent and complex. Sigmund Freud (1905)

described this ambivalence by describing alcohol in a single sentence as “valuable

commodity” and “poison.” He wrote “A change in mood is the most precious thing that

alcohol achieves for mankind, and on that account this poison is not equally indispensable for

everyone.”

In some epochs and regions, the controversy between people demonizing alcohol and

people trivializing alcohol was very strong. At the beginning of the 20th century, some

Western countries enacted full-fledged alcohol prohibition, whereas others did not regulate

alcohol-related matters at all. The degree of polarization in Western industrial countries

regarding alcohol has significantly decreased since then. Nowadays, hardly anybody

demands full-fledged alcohol prohibition and hardly anybody questions that a certain degree

of control of use of alcohol is important, such as prohibiting intoxicated persons from driving

or preventing the sale of alcohol to children or ensuring consumer protection to prevent highly

toxic ingredients.

Alcohol is no longer considered to be an important medicine by physicians and researchers,

even though popular lay medicine still promotes alcoholic beverages against certain acute

diseases, such as the beginning of a flu-like infection to alleviate symptoms, and against

ailments, such as a bloated feeling after having had a big meal. The idea that the US

American physicians were entitled to prescribe whiskey for medical reasons to be sold and

drunk in pharmacies during the alcohol prohibition in the 1920s and 1930s sounds rather

strange to most observers nowadays. There is good empirical evidence that moderate

alcohol consumption is associated with a higher life expectancy and undoubtedly alcohol

use is associated with well-being and pleasure. On the other side, hardly anybody denies

that alcohol intoxication is a serious risk when driving vehicles or operating dangerous

machines and that excessive alcohol use reduces life expectancy and undeniably causes

many physical, psychological and social problems.

However, although divergent opinions on alcohol have gradually converged, the average

attitude concerning alcohol still varies considerably among different geographical regions. In

the Protestant North of Europe and in parts of the English-speaking world, explosive drinking

patterns prevail, and an alcohol-critical attitude dominates official public discourses. The

adherents of this alcohol-critical position do not argue for full-fledged alcohol prohibition but

define alcohol generally as a problematic commodity and support massive restrictions on

alcohol consumption. On the other hand, the Catholic-influenced regions of Europe are

characterized by socially integrated alcohol consumption patterns and traditionally stand for

a more lenient alcohol-tolerant attitude. In these regions, moderate alcohol consumption is
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associated with enjoyment and well-being, and only intoxication and excessive alcohol

consumption are perceived as relevant social and health problem.

The credo of the alcohol-critical attitude is “Less is better,” taken from a book on the Paris

WHOConference on Health, Society and Alcohol (Anderson, 1996). The credo of the alcohol-

tolerant position is “Drink responsibly!,” a slogan used by alcohol producers and to be found

on a website of the US “Center for Disease Control” (CDC, 2019). Both slogans are

interpreted as provocation by proponents of the other position. Supporters of an alcohol-

critical position perceive the slogan “drink responsibly” as an unacceptable invitation

addressed to abstainers to drink alcohol, which undermines their intention to give a negative

spin to any alcohol consumption. Supporters of the alcohol-tolerant position perceive the

slogan “Less is better!” as unjustified criticism of moderate and socially integrated alcohol

consumption.

Proponents of the alcohol-critical attitude support restrictive approaches to protecting the

population’s health, an approach commonly referred to as “public health approach”

(Karlsson et al., 2020). The more lenient approach to reach a healthy lifestyle supports health

behavior but at the same time allows individuals to decide what to do by themselves in line

with the “Health Promotion Approach” defined by the Ottawa Charter (WHO, 1986a). The

authors of the OttawaCharter (WHO, 1986b) explicitly refuse paternalistic ideas and state:

There is a possibility with health promotion that health will be viewed as the ultimate goal

incorporating all life. This ideology sometimes called healthism, could lead to others prescribing

what individuals should do for themselves and how they should behave, which is contrary to the

principles of health promotion.

For a long time, different perspectives in alcohol-critical and alcohol-tolerant regions did not

induce any restrictions for those deciding national alcohol policies. Every country enacted its

own policies without having to take other countries’ positions into account. This situation

changed fundamentally when European integration resulted in abolished customs borders

and free movement of EU-citizens as a fundamental principle of the European Union. Without

tight border controls, high prices are much easier to circumvent – legally or illegally – by

purchasing alcohol in neighboring low-price countries. If citizens start to appreciate more

liberal attitudes toward alcohol in other countries, they are less willing to accept severe

restrictions and high prices in their own countries. With less power to regulate on a national level

and increasing regulations on the European level, a realistic way to preserve a restrictive

traditional alcohol policy is to convince other European countries of a restrictive alcohol policy on

the European level. Since the alcohol-critical countries were dedicated to keeping their

traditional alcohol policies, they started intensive lobbying – or more neutrally expressed

“advocacy” – on the European level to convince lenient countries to reconsider their approach.

Traditionally, alcohol-critical countries invested much money into epidemiological alcohol

research, whereas alcohol-tolerant countries had not done so. Robin Room(1990, p. 90)

described alcohol research as the “residual legatee of a formerly strong temperance

movement.” Where the temperance movement was strong much research to back up the

movement was funded. This imbalance is reflected in the scientific arena, with many renowned

researchers with an alcohol-critical background and comparatively few from alcohol-tolerant

regions. In a commonly used narrative, restrictive alcohol control strategies are presented as

“evidence-based policies” supporting public health interests against the financial interests of

the alcohol industry. This narrative was developed over many decades via several publications

(Bruun, 1975; Edwards et al., 1994; Babor et al., 2003, 2010; Anderson and Baumberg, 2006)

by alcohol-critical authors, many of them serving in WHO expert committees and consequently

promoted by WHO. Because of this support, the publications reached enormous impact within

the public health sector and alcohol research. In a text released by WHO and the World

Economic Forum (Bloom et al., 2011), the key recommendations of these publications were

combined to the catchword “three best buys.” These recommendations are:
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1. higher taxes on alcohol;

2. severe restrictions on the number of locations selling alcohol and on their opening

hours; and

3. a strict ban on alcohol advertising. The explicit claim is that these – and only these –

measures are both effective and cheap at the same time.

In line with the Austrian philosopher Liessmann(2009), the persuasiveness of this narrative

can be explained with the mechanism of “performative self-immunization of terms.”

“Performative self-immunization” works by formulating propositions containing words that to

observers irresistibly suggest something positive that they actually do not indicate.

Liessmann claims that it is risky for critics to argue against certain terms – in this case

“evidence-based,” “health interests” and “opposition to positions that advance the financial

interests of the alcohol industry” – as turning against these terms systematically undermines

the reputation of those who criticize.

The term “evidence-based alcohol policy” in this context is problematic for two reasons. First,

“evidence” suggests a high degree of validity although the available evidence can be more

or less conclusive. Most evidence used to support a restrictive alcohol policy approach is not

experimental but of an observational nature. Interpreting observational data requires more or

less arbitrary assumptions and commonly leaves much room for alternative conclusions. To

implicitly present tentative conclusions as facts is undoubtedly useful from an advocacy

perspective, but inadequate from a scientific perspective. Second, the term “evidence-

based alcohol policy” suggests that what should be done can be derived from what there is –

a fundamental misconception that Moore(1960) labeled “the naturalistic fallacy.” There is no

doubt that factual arguments relevant for political decisions should be correct, but what

should be done is highly grounded in value judgments, which depend on prevailing

worldviews of decision-makers – an aspect systematically camouflaged by this terminology

(Uhl, 2007). The inherent value decisions are hardly ever simple, as political decisions in a

modern democratic society need to be proportionate. Proportionality means that all factual

and value judgments for and against a certain strategy must be systematically weighed

against each other (Uhl, 2020).

Framing alcohol policy as a dichotomous conflict between the “health interests” of a

chronically underfunded public health sector and the “financial interests of a powerful alcohol

industry” is misleading as well for several reasons:

� This dichotomy camouflages that alcohol policy involves more than just two groups of

stakeholders. An important group to consider is consumers of alcohol, with a majority of

them drinking moderately in order to enhance well-being and pleasure.

� Second, subjective interests are only linked to the alcohol industry, ignoring that

employees of the public health sector and in alcohol research have vested interests as

well. All employees in all sectors are motivated not to jeopardize their own professional

situation. Of course, interests of economic stakeholders follow different rules than

interests of scientific stakeholders; however, it is advisable to consider the motivation of

all involved parties when judging their conclusions. To assume that only one side has

vested interests and to intuitively side with the financially less potent side is utterly

naı̈ve.

� The third important argument in this context is that any piece of scientific conclusion

should be solely judged by its scientific merit.

Rothman(1993) rigorously rejected any manipulative and unsound rhetorical strategy to

undermine the reputation of a person or institution who supports a certain proposition without

considering the validity of the arguments (argumentum ad hominem). He labeled the fact that
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the work of certain groups is automatically rejected and not published because of presuming

a conflict of interest, which has been described as “NewMcCarthyism in Science.”

Mainstream alcohol epidemiological research is presently dominated by researchers supporting

a restrictive alcohol policy approach and advocating this position. An advocacy perspective

induces an inherent conflict with central basic research principles though. The inherent role of

advocates is to selectively look for arguments supporting specific positions and aiming at

plausibility, whereas the task of researchers is to consistently and critically scrutinize all positions –

including their own. In line with Popper’s (1935) concept of critical rationalism, the aim of science

is to develop as many different hypotheses and theories as possible and to question them

systematically until the most likely options on empirical and rational grounds remain – that way

gradually approaching truth. Popper in this context wrote: “He who does not expose his thoughts

to refutation does not take part in the game of science.” Researchers should not hide ambiguities

and uncertainties. They should discuss them openly to continuously move closer toward a correct

and logically consistent picture of reality (Ball et al., 2019).

To avoid creating a one-sided image: There are several renowned and widely accepted

researchers taking critical positions on mainstream alcohol policy, such as Mäkelä(2012)

fundamentally criticizing the popular “cost of alcohol” study approach, Poikolainen(2016)

criticizing the weakness of strict alcohol control policies, and many more. However, the

impact of these critical contributions on the mainstream alcohol policy discourse is limited.

This issue of “Drugs and Alcohol Today” presents some ideas and perspectives

underrepresented in the current alcohol policy discourse as a contribution to a more diverse

and balanced alcohol policy discourse.
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